This workshop discussed the problems with lexicon development in the context of MUC-styl e application programs . The topics ranged from general issues in lexicon portability (Cahill), to Japanes e lexicons (Mauldin) and problems encountered with MRDs in sublanguage domains (Pustejovsky) .
The files available are : 
Limitations of MRDs and Sublanguage Lexicons
In the last presentation, James Pustejovsk y of Brandeis University discussed the inherent limitations of extracting information from machinereadable dictionaries, and made the observation that there is an inverse correlation between the utilit y of direct MRD-derived lexical items with the tightness of a sublanguage . From Pustejovsky 's experience in the NMSU/Brandeis Tipster effort, where domain lexicons wer e semi-automatically seeded from an MRD-derived core lexicon (LDOCE), problems arose with th e usefulness of some MRD data . Because some sublanguage senses for key (trigger) lexical items are so removed from dictionary senses, sense determination and acquisition must come from domain-specifi c corpora .
Pustejovsky presented the dimensions along with to analyze the usefulness of MRD fields :
• Categorization of the word for tagging ;
• Subcategorization variants ; transitive or intransitive ;
• Semantic category of the word (sense identification), and semantic type of subcategorized elements .
The problems with direct MRD-lexicons for sublanguages can be summarized as follows :
• Category distribution specified in MRD may not reflect the actual use of the word in the corpu s or domain ;
• Subcategorization variants are weak indicators of the actual syntactic variation in the corpus ; i .e . forms that are not encoded in the MRD ;
• Meaning shifts occur in sublanguages that are not encoded in the MRD .
Pustejovsky then turned to evaluation issues and how they relate to lexicon development . If we were to be interested in general word sense identification and predicate-argument structure in the text , and not just differentiating trigger terms from free text, the style of lexicon development would be ver y different . Some sort of core lexicon would be very useful as a common resource from which to tune t o specific domains and tasks, through statistical corpus techniques . In fact, even the sublanguage use of general vocabulary items is predictable only from examination of the corpus . Thus, corpus acquisition and tuning becomes an integral part of any lexical system development .
